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Psychology of Closeness

 Ukraine - Geopolitics still matter? Björn Hettne
and the ”world of regions” - valid again? (end of 

globalization?)

 Lat Am, Nordic Countries, Russia (for each other?)

 Old ideological links (Russia >> Cuba, Nicaragua, 
Venezuela)

 Norway? Russia ? Who owns the sea and other
”national” resources… What are national properties? 
Amazonia? ”Wealth of Nations” in the context of 
climate change? Closeness – and (or vs.) global
consciousness



USA
-Neolib.  (?)
-Real economy or     
bubble? (1/5 or 1/3?)
-R & D (1/2)
-Warfare capacity – but still 
will to be a “world police”??
-Democracy – and Human 
Rights? ENERGY +-

EU & Europe
-Future of Welfare States? New 
right vs. deeper integration?
-Different models? Brexit?
-East and West (Russia?)
-Museum? 
-Democracy – and Human Rights?
ENERGY - -

Asia
-China (2049), 
pragmatism
ENERGY –+
India, Indonesia
Korea and new MNCs
-10% of growth?
-R&D growing without 
Western dependency

LA
- ‘New left’ and populism, democracy?
-Growth and agro-business, raw 
materials, attracts MNCs?
-Old problems and new promises? 
ENERGY ++

Africa and poorest developing 
countries – but, also potential
-Old problems
-Dependency – new powers?
-Raw materials, population growth
-Fair free trade challenges? 
ENERGY+?-

Russia
-Conservative nationalism
-authoritarism
-tradition, slavic
mentality, majority
maters, II WW
ENERGY ++

Middle East/ Arabic
Countries
authoritarism
ENERGY +++



Gas imports to EU in 2021 – (& 
closeness?)



Russian tax revenues: gas, oil
https://www.hs.fi/paivanlehti/05052022/art-2000008792300.html
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Sources of energy in Finland 2021



Sweden



Norway



Implications of the war in Ukraine on Latin American energy sector
Columbia University/ SIPA - Center on Global Energy Policy
https://www.energypolicy.columbia.edu/
Mauricio Cárdenas, Juan Carlos Jobet, Luisa Palacios, Diego Rivera Rivota

 Russia is the world’s second largest crude exporter, after Saudi Arabia, the second largest 
petroleum product exporter, the largest natural gas exporter, and the third largest cal exporter

 The war has caused further disruption in already-strained supply chains and put more pressure on 
very tight global energy market

 The Russia-Ukraine war is leading to uneven and divergent macroeconomic trends in Latin 
America

 It is too soon to say whether the conflict will accelerate or delay the energy transition in the 
region

 Shielding consumers from fuel price increases could delay the energy transition

 Latin America will be negatively impacted by the increasing competition for US liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) coming from Europe’s drive to diversify away from Russian gas supply

 Russia’s invasion of Ukraine is an opportunity for Latin American oil producers to position 
themselves as oil suppliers that are reliable and take environmental, social, and governance 
concerns serious

 Regarding the role of critical minerals, the world cannot have an energy transition without mining

 Not all fossil fuels will have the same fate in the energy transition—natural gas will likely be 
needed for longer

 The energy transition is not only a matter of reducing emissions but also an opportunity for 
enhancing energy security and affordability


